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The N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is a commonly used mucolytic and antioxidant agent. The knowledge
of interactions of the NAC with cell membranes is important to understand its mechanism of
pharmacological action at the molecular level. To gain a deeper insight into analyzing N-acetylcysteine
interactions with multilamellar liposomes of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) in
hydrated states at different pH, we performed experimental studies by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and Raman spectroscopy. The behavior of the
asymmetric stretching band of the PO2
 group was studied by FTIR following the changes that occur in
the shape of this band in the pretransition and transition stages from the gel state to the crystalline
liquid state. The values of the pretransition temperature (Tp) for different molar ratios of the complex at
the two pH values studied were coincident between the measurements by FTIR and DSC, with the
results reaffirming the importance of the PO2
 group as a sensor not only in the state of hydration but
also in the formation of new intermolecular bonds, which lead to the formation of different domains.
The vibrational behavior of the groups of the polar head of the lipid revealed the role of the lipid as an
oxidant on the thiol site of the NAC. The results of these studies provide information on membrane
integrity and its physicochemical properties. In this aspect, this work has novelty and practicality in
pharmacology and analytical chemistry.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this work was to study the interaction of the N-acetyl-
cysteine (NAC) with the 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DPPC). Some previous works have been reported using
different techniques to study interactions of the cysteine with
DPPC, but little effort has been put into investigating how the
NAC interacts with lipid bilayers.1,2 Chemically, the NAC is a
derivative of the cysteine. The presence of the acetyl moiety,
however, reduces reactivity of the thiol compared with that of the
cysteine. For this reason, the NAC is less toxic, less susceptible to
oxidation (and dimerization), and is more soluble in water,
making it a better source of the cysteine than its parenteral
administration.3–7 The loss of balance between the antioxidant
defense and oxidant production in the cells, commonly occurs as
a secondary feature in many human diseases and is loosely
termed ‘‘oxidative stress’’. This balance is important to maintain
optimal cell function and the intracellular redox environment is
more reducing than being oxidative. The loss of antioxidant
capacity in an oxidatively stressed cell is, however, mainly due to
a decrease in the GSH (glutathione) and/or an increase in the
GSSG (glutathione disulfide), because the glutathione (GSH) is
most abundant intracellular free thiol. Thus, oxidative stress
in vivo mainly translates to a deficiency of the GSH and/or its
precursor, the cysteine.8
Antioxidant supplementation has been studied extensively
as a method to counter disease-associated oxidative stress. The
cysteine pro drug N-acetylcysteine, which supplies the cysteine
necessary for the GSH synthesis, has been proven to be more
effective in treating disease-associated oxidative stress. The
NAC has been used in the clinic to treat a variety of conditions,
including drug toxicity (acetaminophen toxicity).9
In cystic fibrosis (CF), we recently demonstrated the beneficial
effects of oral NAC in CF in a 4 weeks, dose-escalating phase 1 trial.
The benefits detected included a reduction of the neutro-
phil burden in CF airways and a reduction in elastase and
interleukin-8 levels in lung fluid.10 In addition to being an
indirect antioxidant, the reducing action of NAC also explains its
mucolytic activity due to the effect of NAC in the reduction
of strongly cross-linked mucus glycoproteins. This can be explained
by its high pKa value of 9.52 compared to the values of Cys and its
derivatives (pKa B 6–8). The reduced acidity of the thiol (SH) site of
NAC, on the one hand, makes it more resistant to air oxidation but
less potent as a direct oxidant and, on the other hand, explains the
greater disulfide reduction capacity of NAC compared to Cys.11
For these reasons, it is important to understand how NAC
interacts with the lipid bilayers of the cells. Lipids, together
with membrane proteins (intrinsic or associated), constitute
the skeleton of biological membranes. Due to their intrinsic
compositional complexity, the elucidation of appropriate
models explaining the optimal links between the structure
and function in these systems is a very active area of research,
where the importance of lipids in cell function and health is
becoming increasingly recognized.12,13
The lipid bilayer defects could be ascribed to local changes
in the packing of the polar head group due to the difference in
hydration of the lipids in the gel and in the liquid crystalline
state.14 In this regard, it is important to bear in mind that
the changes of water organization at the lipid interphase could
affect the activity of some proteins. Therefore, it would be
important in the context of water replacement by H bonding
compounds to analyze how NAC interacts with lipids. Thus, it is
of interest to analyze the insertion of NAC in lipids at different
pHs and hydration states by studying its specific interactions
with carbonyl and phosphate groups.
It has been revealed that lipids in their self-organized form are
crucial to indirectly control a wide variety of biological functions
that occur in or that are directly mediated by the membrane.
New experimental evidence has revealed some unknown
functional roles of the lipid component of biological membranes
that are as relevant as those assigned to proteins.12 The values of
the Tp for the different molar ratios of the complex at the two pHs
studied were coincident between the measurements by FTIR
and DSC, and these results reaffirmed the importance of the
PO2
 group as a sensor not only of the state of hydration but also of
the formation of new intermolecular bonds, which would lead to the
formation of different domains. Therefore at acidic pH, when the Tp
decreases, we think that there would be an increase in domains in
the gel state, while at physiological pH, a greater amount of domains
in the crystalline liquid state should be observed.
Scheme 1 illustrates a route for deprotonation of the NAC at
different pHs. Between pH 1–2.5 the molecule is in its acid form
as NAC. From pH 2.5, the deprotonation of a COOH group (the
deprotonated form of NAC is called NACdep (CO2
)) begins.
It should be noted that between pH 2.5–3, both species coexist.
For this purpose, a detailed analysis by FTIR was performed
in the gel and in the fluid state of the aqueous suspension of
DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) at different
NAC/lipid ratios. Different approaches were used to understand
and explain the complex interactions of NAC with the fully hydrated
liposomes of DPPC, including by infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),
Raman microscopy, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
2. Experimental
2.1. Lipids and chemicals
Synthetic 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC)
with a purity of 499% and N-acetylcysteine were purchased
Scheme 1 Dissociation of a proton from the carboxyl group of the NAC
(N-acethylcysteine), where the deprotonated NAC is called NACdep (CO2
).
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from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (St Louis, MO, USA). The purity was
checked by thin layer chromatography and the lipids were used
without further purification. The N-acetylcysteine (NAC) purity was
checked by FTIR spectroscopy (Scheme 2). 1 M NaOH was added
dropwise in order to obtain a solution at pH 7, corresponding
to zwitterionic species with protonated (–SH) and deprotonated
carboxylic groups (–CO2
). All the other chemicals were of analy-
tical grade. Milli-Q water was employed in all the experiments.
2.1.1. Multilamellar vesicles preparation. Multilamellar
vesicles (MLVs) were prepared following Bangham’s method15
to study the NAC and DPPC interaction. The phospholipids in
chloroform solutions were dried under a nitrogen stream to
form a homogeneous film that was left for 24 h under vacuum to
ensure proper solvent removal. The pure lipids were rehydrated
and resuspended by vortexing in de-ionized, water (Milli-Q), and
in D2O. Liposomes of the NAC:DPPC complexes were formed by
resuspending the pure lipid in solutions of different concentra-
tions of NAC in H2O (Milli-Q) and in D2O (25, 75, 100, and
200 mM) at 10 1C higher than the lipid transition temperature
(Tm = 41.5 1C). Mechanical dispersion of the hydrated lipid film
was achieved under vigorous shaking for 15 min, resulting in an
opalescent suspension of multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). The final
concentration of the MLVs was 50 mg mL1. The anhydrous
samples were prepared by lyophilization.
2.1.2. FTIR measurements. FTIR measurements were
carried out in a PerkinElmer GX spectrophotometer provided
with a DTGS detector constantly purged with dry air. NAC
interactions with the phospholipid head groups and hydrocar-
bon chains of the hydrophobic region in the hydrated state
were studied by dispersing the lipid and NAC:DPPC samples at
different molar ratios in D2O first and then in H2O. The spectra
were acquired in a demountable cell with a ZnSe window for the
liquid samples. The cell temperature was controlled using a
Peltier-type system with an accuracy of 0.5 1C. The resolution
of the equipment employed was 1 cm1. All the samples were
left at room temperature for 1 h before the measurements.
The working temperature range was 30 1C to 50  0.5 1C.
Experiments were repeated three times and the spectra of the
samples were collected at the aforementioned temperatures.
A total of 256 scans were done in each condition and the
spectra were analyzed using the OMNIC v.7.2 mathematical
software provided by the manufacturer. The mean values of the
main bands in each condition (acid and physiological pH
values) were obtained from a total of three different batches
of samples. The standard deviation of the wavenumber shift
calculated from this pool of data was about 1.5 cm1 in all the
conditions assayed.
The Fourier self-deconvolution algorithm was applied to
define the contours of overlapping bands. Accurate wave-
numbers of the center of gravity of CQO stretching component
bands were obtained by using the bandwidth parameters
between 18 and 20 cm1 and the band narrowing factors
1.6–2.2, followed by curve fitting to obtain the band intensities.
The shifts of these two populations were studied as a
function of NAC concentration in the gel (Lb0) and liquid
crystalline phases (La).
The bands of the normal modes corresponding to the CQO
and PO2
 groups of the NAC:DPPC complex were assigned in
comparison with the spectra of the pure lipid and NAC in the
aqueous solution. NAC/DPPC spectra were obtained by dispersing
the lipid in NAC aqueous solutions, from which the spectrum of
pure NAC aqueous solution was subtracted.
2.1.3. Raman measurements. The vibrational Raman spec-
tra of DPPC dispersed in NAC aqueous solution were recorded
using a confocal Thermo Scientific DXR Raman microscope
equipped with a high-resolution motorized platen, a set of
Olympus optical objectives, a lighting module bright-field/
dark-field trinocular viewer, an Olympus camera of 2048 pixels
with a charge-coupled device detector, and an OMNIC Atlms
mapping software with advanced features cooled by a Peltier
module. The confocal system was real, with an opening/hole
matched with the point of symmetry of the excitation laser. The
standard spatial resolution was better than 1 mm.
The samples were placed on gold-coated sample slides.
In order to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, 100 acqui-
sitions with an exposure time of 5 s were accumulated for all
the samples. The laser power was set at 10 mW, and the laser
wavelength was 532 nm. Water solutions of NAC were measured
with the Thermo Scientific DXR Smart Raman spectrometer. The
liquid sample was placed in a glass cuvette. All the spectroscopic
experiments were carried out at ambient temperature. The spectra
were analyzed using the OMNICt program for dispersive Raman.
2.1.4. DSC measurements. Calorimetry was performed on
a PerkinElmer DSC6 differential scanning calorimeter. A scan
rate of 2 1C min1 was used for all the samples. The sample runs
were repeated at least three times to ensure reproducibility.
Data acquisition and analysis were done using data from
DSC by integrating the peak with Pyris 6 software, provided
with the set, and Origin software (Microcal). The total lipid
concentrations used for the DSC analyses were about 50 mg mL1
Scheme 2 Chemical structures of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and N-acetylcysteine molecules used in this
study.
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for full hydration for the NAC–DPPC mixtures, containing about
20 g H2O/1 g lipid.
16,17 The experiments were carried out using
20 mL sealed in aluminum sample pans. The instrument was
calibrated with indium standard samples. The enthalpy changes
associated to the phase transition temperatures of the samples
(DH) were obtained from the DSC data by integrating the peak
using the Pyris 6 software provided with the set. The entropy
changes related to phase transition were finally determined with
the relation DS = DH/T.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Hydrophobic region
The hydrophobic region corresponding to the hydrocarbon
chains was analyzed by various spectroscopic techniques, such
as Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Raman
microscopy and by thermal techniques, like differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) in order to study how this region was
modified in its interaction with NAC. In addition, the spectro-
scopic analysis results were used to characterize the phase
changes of the NAC complex: DPPC.
3.1.1. FTIR measurements. FTIR studies were carried out
to monitor the effect of the acyl chain length on the NAC/DPPC
interaction. The CH2 antisymmetric and symmetric stretching
vibrations were located at 2919 and 2850 cm1, respectively.
The thermal phase transition could be monitored by following
the changes in the wavenumber of the band corresponding to
the symmetrical stretch of the CH2 group. This band is sensitive
to temperature changes and can be used to determine the
transition temperature (Tm) of the lipid by FTIR, because of
its sensitivity to the changes in mobility in the conformational
disorder of hydrocarbon chains. These changes increase as the
acyl chains melt and the number of gauche conformers
increases.18–20 The order–disorder state of the system was
investigated by wavenumber analysis of the CH2 stretching
modes.21
Fig. S1 (ESI†) shows the temperature of transition (Tm) for
the pure DPPC and for the mixtures with NAC at pH 2 and 7.
These values were determined with the first derivative of the
curve obtained by plotting the wavenumber of the symmetric
stretching of the CH2 group as a function of the sample
temperature.
In the literature, the value of the temperature of transition is
41.5 1C for the pure DPPC. Our FTIR study revealed a transition
temperature of 41.6 1C for pure DPPC and a slight increase in
Tm of the NAC:DPPC complexes at different molar ratios and
pHs (Table 1).
It was observed at the molar ratio 0.37 : 1.00 at pH 7 that Tm
decreased with respect to the value at pH 2. This reveals a
different behavior in the distribution of NAC in the different
domains of the membrane at physiological pH, promoting the
formation of crystalline liquid domains.
At higher concentrations of NAC and at acidic pH, no
alteration of Tm was observed, indicating that NAC did not
interact with the membrane at the hydrophobic level; while an
increase in concentration at physiological pH produced stabili-
zation of the gel phase.
The wavenumber changes of the symmetric and antisym-
metric stretching vibrations of the CH3 and CH2 groups and
deformation bands of the CH2 group inside the lipid bilayer
were not significant within experimental error in both the gel
and liquid crystalline phases (Tables S1 and S2, ESI†).
The dynamic state of the system was studied by monitoring
the bandwidth values of the CH2 antisymmetric stretching
mode at 0.50 peak height (HWHH-half width at half height),
for different molar ratios of NAC : DPPC in both the gel and
liquid crystalline states at different pH values.
The concentration-dependent variations in bandwidths reflect
changes in the mobility of the acyl chains. The increase in
bandwidth is associated with an increase in the lateral mobility
of the lipid acyl chains, while the wavenumber shift is related to the
introduction of gauche conformers in the hydrocarbon chains.21–26
In other words, the membrane fluidity is heightened by an increase
in the rates of lateral diffusion of the lipid molecules.
In Fig. 1, we can see the changes in the bandwidth values
or membrane fluidity27 as a function of the concentration of
NAC:DPPC for the nCH2 antisymmetric stretching mode in both
the gel and liquid crystalline phases. Fig. 2 shows the compar-
ison between DPPC pure and 1.10 : 1.00 molar ratio at acid and
physiological pH in both the gel and crystalline liquid states.
It can be seen that for the nas CH2 group at pH 7, the behavior is
Table 1 Phase-transition temperature for different molar ratios: NAC :
DPPC in H2O from the FTIR spectra
NAC : DPPC
molar ratio
pH 2 pH 7
Tm (1C) H2O
0.00 : 1.0 41.6 41.6
0.37 : 1.0 42.1 40.0
1.10 : 1.0 41.6 43.7
1.47 : 1.0 41.9 43.0
2.93 : 1.0 41.8 43.8
Fig. 1 Bandwidth of the CH2 antisymmetric stretching mode as a function
of the molar ratio of NAC : DPPC in the gel and liquid crystalline states at
different pH values.
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not monotonic, showing a slight decrease in the bandwidth at
all molar ratios compared to pure DPPC; while at pH 2, the
bandwidth or membrane fluidity does not vary with respect to
the pure lipid. Similar results were also observed for the liquid
crystalline state (Table S3, ESI†).
It can be concluded that the observed changes in the
bandwidth were within the experimental error. The behavior
of fluidity in the membrane would facilitate the mechanism of
action of NAC for the pharmacological activity tested.
3.1.2 Raman measurements. The Raman spectrum of a
phospholipid is dominated by vibrations of the hydrocarbon
chains, with an overlap of a few bands of the head group.22–25
By Raman spectroscopy, in the pure DPPC spectrum, three
areas corresponding to the hydrocarbon chains could be clearly
observed: C–H stretching modes (3000–2800 cm1), CH3
and CH2 deformation modes (1400–1200 cm
1), and a C–C
stretching mode (1200–1000 cm1) (Table S4, ESI† and Fig. 3).
The relationships between the intensities of these bands are
especially useful for the determination of the different chain
forms (Table S4, ESI†).
In the area of the spectrum ranging from 3000 to 2800 cm1,
the corresponding interchain coupling could be seen (generally,
wavenumber shifts toward higher values mean an increase in the
decoupling of the chains).23,24
It should be noted that the pure NAC bands do not interfere
at the concentrations used and no excess NAC bands were
observed. Furthermore, the DPPC bands analyzed did not
overlap with those of pure NAC, particularly in the 3000 cm1
region, where the symmetric stretching band of the CH3 group
of the NAC appeared at 2947 cm1 and the band of the
asymmetric stretching C–H of DPPC appeared at 2935 cm1.
No significant changes were found in the nCH3 frequencies
of the complex with respect to pure DPPC because these
displacements were within experimental error (Table S3, ESI†).
The frequencies of the stretching modes of the CH2 group
reflect the conformational order and the coupling between the
hydrocarbon chains, and here we could see a shift toward lower
frequencies for the CH2 group stretching modes in contrast
with pure DPPC.
The intensity ratio of I2881/I2850 (Inas CH2/Ins. CH2) is a measure
of lateral packing density of alkane chains and is itself an
indication of order.
The intensity ratio of I2881/I2850 is a measure of the lateral
packing density of alkane chains and is itself an indication of
order. At physiological pH, the NAC:DPPC complex produced a
new packing, observed as a decrease in I2881/I2850 as the NAC :
DPPC molar ratio increased.
According to Orendorf, these changes are due to the rota-
tional disorder of the methyl and methylene groups, predomi-
nantly near the ends of the hydrocarbon chains.22–24 We can
see in Fig. 4 and Table S5 (ESI†) that at pH 2, this behavior
would indicate that the presence of NAC did not alter the
hydrophobic region.
The ratio of intensities between the bands corresponding to
the symmetric stretching of the methyl and methylene groups
provides information on the coupling of the hydrocarbon
chains (Table S5, ESI†). As the chains uncouple (the inter-
molecular interactions decrease), the terminal methyl group
undergoes an increase in free rotation and the intensity ratio
I2935/I2851 increases.
24,25
Fig. 4 shows the different intensity ratios studied in the gel
state, where we can see there was an increase in the ratio I2935/
I2851 for different NAC : DPPC molar ratios compared to pure
DPPC, which would indicate a decrease in the intermolecular
interactions. This behavior was intensified at physiological pH.
The intensity ratio I1099/I1066 of the peaks is a parameter
indicating the relative number of gauche/trans rotamers in the
acyl chains of the phospholipids. An increase in temperature
produces an increase in the ratio gauche/trans, which indicates
a larger population of gauche rotamers.22 Our results revealed a
slight increase in the gauche rotamers for the different molar
ratios of NAC : DPPC in comparison with the pure lipid at both
pH values.
As can be seen at physiological pH, a slight increase in the
population of gauche rotamers was observed, together with a
decrease in the I2881/I2850 ratio and a slight increase in I2935/I2851.
Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of NAC : DPPC at 1.10 : 1.00 molar ratio in the 3000 cm1
region in the gel state (A) and in the liquid crystalline state (B).
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This behavior indicated that a new order occurred in the
hydrophobic zone. The non-monotonic behavior of the DPPC:NAC
complex is a consequence of the different concentrations of NAC in
the bilayer, with it accommodating itself to achieve the greatest
stability.
3.2. Hydrophilic region
3.2.1. FTIR measurements. The hydrophilic region is
strongly dependent on the state of hydration and is susceptible
to hydrogen bonding. The bands were assigned to the carbonyl
and phosphate groups by comparison with pure lipids dispersed in
D2O and H2O, respectively.
Acetylcysteine (NAC) in aqueous solution presents a balance
between the different forms in which it is found at different pH
values. Scheme 3 shows how NAC interacts with lipid bilayers.
Between pH 2.5–3, the deprotonation of the carboxyl group
(COO) begins. It should be noted that in this pH region, both
species coexist (NAC and NACdep
). In addition, at pH 7, the
thiol group (SH) is approximately 2.5% deprotonated.
For this reason, at pH 2, two bands corresponding to the
CQOacid and CQOacetyl groups were observed, which in the IR
spectrum of the solid appeared at 1718 and 1590 cm1,
respectively; while at pH 7, we only observed the CQOacetyl
band at 1637 cm1.11
Carbonyl group (CQO). There is evidence in the literature
that the main nCQO peak in diacyl lipids can be decomposed
into at least two components, contributing the nCQO vibra-
tional modes of the H-bonded (bond) or hydrated and non-
bonded (free) or non-hydrated conformers of the CQO group.27
The higher frequency band component (1740–1742 cm1) was
assigned to the free CQO groups (nCQO free), whereas the
lower frequency component (B1728 cm1) was attributed to
the vibration of the carbonyl group of H-bonded conformers
(nCQO bond).
This band was deconvoluted into three components: nCQOfree,
nCQObond, nCQONAC at acid pH and only two components,
nCQOfree, nCQObond, at physiological pH.
9,25–28 The effect of
NAC on the two populations of the CQO group of the lipid was
studied following the free and H-bonded populations28–31 at
different molar ratios in both the gel and crystalline liquid states
at both pH. The frequencies of the band components for the
Fig. 3 Raman spectrum of the DPPC, NAC, and different NAC : DPPC molar ratios at pH 2 and 7 in the gel state at 30 1C.
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two populations of the carbonyls group were assigned by
deconvolution: nCQOfree (1739 cm
1) and nCQObond (1724 cm
1)
at 30 1C, and nCQOfree (1743 cm
1) and nCQObond (1729 cm
1)
at 50 1C for pure DPPC in D2O (Fig. S2, S3 and Table S6, ESI†).
The exposure of the carbonyl groups to the aqueous phase was
different for each phase state. This could be observed by the
asymmetry that is present in the band corresponding to the
carbonyl group when it goes from the gel state to the crystalline
liquid.29–32 The two band components nCQOfree and nCQObond
changed their relative intensity in the presence of NAC in the
different states of hydration and at the pH studied. For the pure
lipid in the gel state, it was observed that the population
corresponded to nCQOfree more intensely than the band corres-
ponding to nCQObond, whereas this situation was inverted in the
liquid crystalline state. For the complex NAC:DMPC in the gel
state, at acid pH, the band corresponding to the population of
nCQObond was more intense than the band corresponding to
that of nCQOfree, and the same was observed in the crystalline
liquid state, except at the molar ratio of 2.20 : 1.00 NAC : DPPC.
This same behavior occurred at physiological pH for all the
molar ratios tested. (Fig. S2, S3 and Table S6, ESI†).
Fig. 5 shows there was a significant shift of the bands of both
populations to higher wavenumbers with the increase in the NAC :
DPPC molar ratio at the two operating temperatures: 30 1C
(gel state) and 50 1C (liquid crystalline state) (Table S7, ESI†).
A displacement toward higher wavenumbers with an increase
in the NAC/DPPC molar ratio for both CQO populations was
observed in the gel state. This would imply a loss of water
molecules, which would be more significant for the CQObond
population, reaching a maximum of 9 cm1 for the 0.73 : 1.0
molar ratio. In the liquid crystalline state, the system was more
disordered by the effect of temperature, and this disorder
caused NAC to remain for less time in the vicinity of the
carbonyl groups due to the greater rotation of the C–C bond
of the DPPC glycerol. This behavior would suggest a displace-
ment of the hydration water molecules without the subsequent
formation of hydrogen bonds NAC  CQO in both the gel and
liquid crystalline states at acidic pH.
In the gel state, significant dehydration at acid pH was
observed in both populations of the carbonyl group. At physio-
logical pH, there was a slight loss of structured water in the
population of the CQObond group and a weak strength inter-
action with the hydrogen bond formation NAC  DPPC (Fig. 5).
In the crystalline liquid state, at acid pH, this behavior was
observed in the gel state for both populations of the carbonyl
group; while at physiological pH, the population of the free
carbonyl group presented an important interaction, suggesting
the loss of structured water with the formation of the hydrogen
Fig. 4 Intensity ratio of na(CH2)2881 to ns(CH2)2846, n(C–C)G to n(C–C)T;
ns(CH3)2930 to ns(CH2)2846 as a function of the molar ratio of NAC:DPPC
in the gel state at pH 2 and 7.
Scheme 3 Scheme of the NAC interactions with the lipid bilayers.26 Fig. 5 Wavenumber variation of the CO stretching in connection with the
increasing NAC : DPPC molar ratio in the gel (A) and liquid crystalline (B)
states at different pH values.
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bonds CQOfree   NAC (Fig. 4).32–36 The different intensities
of the CQO group bands observed were due to the fact that
NAC was incorporated in a different way in the different
membrane domains, since it exhibited a non-monotonic
behavior, as reported in other studies of DPPC:amino acid
interactions.37–45
Phosphate group (PO2
). The region of the infrared spectrum
between 1350 and 1000 cm1 (Fig. S4 and Table S8, ESI†)
corresponds to the stretching of the phosphate groups.1,34–37
It is widely accepted that the wavenumber of the PO2 asym-
metric stretching (naPO2
) vibration is very sensitive to lipid
hydration, mainly because of direct H binding to the phosphate
charged oxygen. The hydration of the anhydrous lipids dis-
places the band related to the asymmetric phosphate stretching
to lower frequencies with increasing H-bonding.34–37
At low temperatures, the lipids are in the gel state with
a rather rigid structure, restricting their mobility. As the
temperature increases, a pretransition occurs before the main
phase transition, which has to do with the increase in the
rotational mobility of the polar heads of the lipids and the
appearance of ripples on the surface of the membrane lipid.
This behavior can be studied by FTIR following the changes
that occur in the asymmetric stretching band of the PO2
 group
(Fig. S4, ESI†). This band changes its shape in each phase
transition. This is a result of overlapping with the wagging
movements of the CH2 group.
30,31 In Fig. 6, the FTIR spectra for
the DPPC liposomes at different temperatures are presented, in
which the changes produced in the shape of the FTIR spectra in
the pre-transition and in the transition from the gel state to the
crystalline liquid can be clearly observed. Also in Fig. S5 (ESI†),
we can see a Tp value of 36.3 1C corresponding to hydrated
DPPC liposomes, which was determined with the first deriva-
tive of the curve obtained by plotting the wavenumber of
nasPO2
 as a function of the sample temperature. This behavior
confirmed the relationship of the pretransition temperature
with the rotational movement of the polar heads of the lipid in
the rippled phase (Pb0).
Fig. 7 shows the displacements of the band corresponding to
symmetric and antisymmetric stretches of the phosphate group
for the different molar ratios of NAC : DPPC. In both states,
we can see displacements toward higher values of wavenum-
bers in the two populations (naPO2
 and nsPO2
); this behavior
would indicate a moderate dehydration without the subsequent
formation of the hydrogen bonds NAC  PO2 (Scheme 3).
Table S9 (ESI†) shows the values of the pre-transition
temperature for the DPPC and the different molar ratios of
DPPC : NAC, both at acid pH and at physiological pH.
At acid pH, a strong decrease in Tp could be observed with
the increase in the molar ratio, while at physiological pH, the Tp
increased with the increase in the molar ratio of DPPC : NAC.
This could be related to the fact that, at acidic pH, the NAC
appeared with the protonated carboxyl group and its influence
in this region would decrease the energy necessary to pass from
one phase to another; while at physiological pH, we find a
deprotonated group with a strong electronic density that also
produces an inductive effect in the other groups of the NAC
molecule, conferring an increased acidity to the thiol group.
This site could interact with the PO2
 group of the membrane,
causing an increase in the energy required for the phase change.
Raman measurements. Two bands, clearly identifiable because
of the thiol group, may be seen in the Raman spectra of the
different NAC : DPPC molar ratios: these are the S–H and C–S
stretchings. This band was sensitive to the pH value.11 Thus, the
observed shifts of the S–H stretching band were due to S–H group
interactions with some of the nucleophilic groups of the lipid
membrane.36
S–H, C–N and C–S stretching modes. The S–H stretching mode
could be assigned to the band centered at 2548 cm1 in the
spectrum of the solid NAC11 by Raman spectroscopy. In solution,
this band appeared at a higher wavenumber (2582 cm1) because
solvation disrupts the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the
crystal. At pH 2, in the NAC:DPPC complex, the value of the
wavenumber was maintained, while a decrease was observed in
the band intensity. In Fig. 2, we observed that this band (nS–H)
Fig. 6 FTIR spectra corresponding to the DPPC liposomes hydrated in
the region of the stretching mode of the phosphate group at different
temperatures.
Fig. 7 Infrared spectra of the symmetric and asymmetric PO2
 stretching
vibrational mode as a function of the NAC : DPPC molar ratio in the gel
(30 1C) and liquid crystalline (50 1C) states at pH 2 and 7.
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appeared very weakly at 2582 cm1 with the 1.10 : 1.0 to the
2.93 : 1.0 molar ratios, with the increase in intensity directly
related to the increase in NAC : DPPC molar ratios. At physio-
logical pH, a shift to a lower wavenumber (B20 cm1) would
indicate a weakening of the S–H force constant, which was due to
a lengthening of the S–H bond because of the formation of a
hydrogen bond between NAC with some electronegative groups of
the lipid bilayer (Fig. 2).
The presence of a band at 508 cm1 was observed in the
Raman spectra at the molar ratios of 0.73 : 1.0, 1.10 : 1.0, and
2.93 : 1.0 with a growing intensity as the NAC : DPPC molar ratio
increased. This band was observed in the Cys–Cys dimmer and
corresponded to nS–S.37
An intense band corresponding to the C–S stretching mode
of the NAC water solution at 684 cm1 was observed for all
molar ratios in the gel state in the 800–600 cm1 region36,37 of
the C–N and C–S groups.
The interaction of water with the choline groups (N–(CH3)3
and C–N) has been studied with different phospholipids in the
literature. The peaks observed at 3042 and 720 cm1 represent
the stretching vibration of the N–(CH3)3 and C–N bond of the
DPPC choline group in the gel state (Fig. 2).
The results of the analysis in the nCH3 region (Fig. 2 and
Table S4, ESI†) revealed a strong interaction between the NAC
and the chlorine group with a displacement of the nN–(CH3)3
frequencies of about 10 cm1. The intensity changes of the
peak at 716–713 cm1 (Table S4, ESI†) indicated a significant
interaction between the choline head group and the NAC
nucleophilic group, which was of the same strength, regardless
of the NAC concentration.
3.3. Differential scanning calorimetry study
The effect of NAC on the membrane phase behavior was
determined by DSC. Fig. 8 shows the thermograms of the pure
lipid; NAC:DPPC mixture and NAC solution. In this image,
we can see the thermal stability of all the compounds in the
temperature range (25–70 1C). This indicates that NAC did not
decompose at this temperature range and that the endothermic
events observed in this study arose exclusively from the phase
transitions of the phospholipid vesicles.
DSC measurements were performed to obtain a more com-
plete picture of the phase behavior of the different NAC : DPPC
molar ratios for the hydrated liposomes. The parameters
analyzed in the thermograms obtained were Tm, DHcal, DT1/2,
and DS (Table S10, ESI†). The phase-transition temperature,
Tm, is the one where the specific heat excess reaches a
maximum. For a symmetric curve, Tm represents the tempera-
ture at which the transition from the gel to the liquid crystalline
state is complete. The area below the DSC thermogram curve is
a direct measurement of the calorimetric determination of the
phase transition enthalpy, DHcal. The cooperative unit (C. U.) is
the ratio of the van’t Hoff (DHvH) and calorimetric enthalpies.
The phase transition sharpness is often expressed as the
width of the mean height of the main transition, DT1/2. The
entropic change associated with the phase transition may
be calculated with the following formula: DS = DHcal/Tm.
The calculation of the van’t Hoff enthalpy was described in
detail by Wojtowicz et al.40–47
In Fig. 9, we can see the pure DPPC thermogram and the
different mixtures, where it is possible to appreciate how these
change when the NAC/DPPC molar ratio increased.
The pure DPPC thermogram (Fig. 9) clearly shows two sharp
endothermic peaks of different intensities: a lower one at
36.2 1C (Tp) and a higher one at 41.5 1C (Tm), which correspond
to the pretransition (Lb0 to Pb0) and main phase transition (Pb0 to
La), respectively.
45,46 The first peak presents a low transition
enthalpy attributed to phospholipid polar head mobility,
whereas the second enthalpy was assigned to hydrocarbon
chain movement (Table S9, ESI†).
The NAC:DPPC complex at acid pH did not present changes
in the transition temperature (Tm), but at physiological pH, this
changed slightly toward higher values with respect to the pure
lipid, thus stabilizing the gel phase (Table S10, ESI†). Below the
main phase transition, large domains of the gel phase were
identified by their characteristic striated appearance and highly
ordered structure, and in addition, small regions of the lower
order (liquid crystalline) assembly could also be observed.39–46
One of the more intriguing phases is the ripple phase, which is
characterized by corrugations in the lipid bilayer with a well-
defined periodicity. The ripple phase exists in a temperature
range between the pretransition temperature and the main
phase transition temperature and is observed only for certain
lipid families. The molecular origin of the ripple-phase formation
has traditionally been associated with the lipid headgroup region,
and for this reason lipids are normally divided into ripple-forming
lipids and non-ripple-forming lipids, based on their head groups.
One of the families of ripple-forming lipids is the extensively
studied phosphatidylcholines.47
In the pure DPPC thermogram (Fig. 9), we can see that
the peak corresponding to the pretransition at 35.85 1C (Tp)
decreased in intensity gradually and moved toward lower
Fig. 8 DSC heating (red arrow) and cooling (blue arrow) scans of DPPC
alone; heating and cooling thermograms illustrating the effect of the
exposure to high temperature on the thermotropic phase behavior of
DPPC multilamellar vesicles at a NAC : DPPC molar ratio of 2.93 : 1 and
heating scans of the 200 mM NAC solution.
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temperatures with the NAC : DPPC molar ratio increasing at
pH 2, while at pH 7, Tp increased with respect to the pure
lipid, from the molar ratio 1.10 : 1.00 (Table S10, ESI†).
In these systems, both at acidic pH and at physiological pH,
the disappearance of Tp was not observed at all molar ratios
measured for the NAC : DPPC complex. This behavior is clearly
different from that previously reported for the cysteine:DPPC,
methyl cysteine:DPPC, and ethyl cysteine:DPPC complexes,41–43
in which in all of these, Tp disappears when the amino acids
interact with the lipid.
Several attempts have been made to explain why ripple
phases form. Numerous models share the common idea that
ripples result from a periodic local spontaneous curvature in
the lipid bilayer. Many different reasons for the origin of this
local spontaneous curvature have been suggested, including
electrostatic coupling between water molecules and the polar
lipid headgroups.45–47
In this case we propose that the ripple phases form, not
disappear, because there is an electrostatic coupling between
NAC molecules and the polar lipid headgroups. This inter-
action is more significant at physiological pH than at acidic pH,
where a lower entropy is observed in the NAC:DPPC complex.
Therefore, a more favorable interaction is assumed at physio-
logical pH than at acidic pH.
Experimental studies have indicated the coexistence of
gel-state and fluid-state lipids in the ripple phase.45–47
The values of the Tp for the different molar ratios of the
complex at the two pH studied were coincident between the
measurements of FTIR and DSC.48–50 These results reaffirm the
importance of the PO2
 group as a sensor not only of the state
of hydration but also of the formation of new intermolecular
bonds, which would lead to the formation of different domains.
Therefore, at acidic pH, where Tp decreases, we think that there
would be an increase in domains in the gel state, while at
physiological pH, a greater amount of domains in the crystal-
line liquid state should be observed (Tables S9 and S10, ESI†).
We observed an increase in the value of DT1/2 as the molar
ratio NAC : DPPC increased, which would indicate a loss of the
cooperativity of the lipid hydrocarbon chains.43–46 For this loss
of cooperativity, the system NAC:DPPC needs more energy
(DHcal) to step from the gel state to the liquid crystalline state
at acid pH. On the other hand, the value of DT1/2 decreases
from the molar ratio NAC : DPPC 1.10 : 1.00 with respect to the
pure lipid, making cooperativity easier at physiological pH with
respect to the behavior at acid pH.
4. Conclusions
The spectroscopic and calorimetric methods employed in this
work coincide in the interaction of NAC with the hydrocarbon
chains at acid and physiological pH values. These results
indicate that NAC did not penetrate this region of the lipid
membrane but it produced a slight perturbation at the hydro-
carbon region. These results show clearly that the NAC mole-
cules were located in the hydrophilic part of the multilamellar
vesicles of DPPC.
At physiological pH, we reported an increase in Tm. This
behavior could be an indirect effect of the strong interaction of
the amino acid with specific groups of the polar head of the
lipid, where the structured water of the interphase (CQO
region) would be replaced for NAC molecules with the for-
mation of new hydrogen bonds. The amino acid also produced,
in addition to dehydration, the stabilization of the gel state by a
new ‘‘disordered’’ arrangement of the hydrocarbon chains. This
behavior was not observed at acidic pH, where there were no
changes in Tm observed.
It can be inferred that at physiological pH, NAC molecules
alter the hydration bilayer in the polar head of the lipid
membrane as well as causing changes in the dynamics of the
membrane, which may play an important role in the regulation
of its properties. This behavior would explain its effect as a
strong mucolytic agent. This consideration disputes the idea
that lipids act merely as a ‘‘solvent’’ of membrane proteins or as
simple supports to compartmentalize biological environments.
The vibrational behavior of the groups of the polar head of the
lipid reveal the role of the lipid as an oxidant on the thiol site of
the NAC.
Fig. 9 DSC thermograms of the NAC complex: DPPC at acid (A) and
physiological (B) pH, where the main transition temperature (Tm) and the
pretransition temperature (Tp) can be observed.
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The results of these studies provide information on membrane
integrity and on the physicochemical properties of the lipid
bilayer. They also allow us to know the specific interactions with
NAC, which is essential for the rational design of lipid drug
delivery systems.
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